DARLINGTON COMMUNITY RECREATION ADVISORY GROUP

206/2340 Helena Valley Road,
Helena Valley 6056.
10th February, 2021

Mr Jonathan Throssell,
Chief Executive Officer,
Mr Shane Purdy
Director Infrastructure,
Mr Kirk Kitchen
Manager Recreation,
Shire of Mundaring,
7000 Great Eastern Highway
Mundaring WA 6073
Dear Jonathan, Shane and Kirk,

Re: Annual Capital Item Requests from Darlington Community Recreation Advisory Group
Darlington Community Recreation Advisory Group (DCRAG),(formerly Management Committee),
is the main advisory group to the Shire of Mundaring (SOM) for the Darlington village recreation
area. DCRAG aims to ensure appropriate, beneficial planning occurs to enable continued
improvements to this high use area. DCRAG consists of representatives from the many groups
that use the recreation and oval areas including Darlington History Group, Darlington Residents
and Ratepayers Association (DRRA), and Darlington Sports and Recreation Association, and many
other sporting and recreational groups. All groups’ interests have been considered in compiling
this submission.
As per DCRAG Terms of Reference – Purpose 3.4, DCRAG respectfully submits the annual capital
request items for consideration by Council for the SOM 2021/2022 budget OR the SOM Long
Term Financial Plan.
Where existing budget items are known they have been included, so as not to lose these items,
in case of budget shuffle. We hope this provides enough information to the Shire about the
community’s aspirations for the Darlington Recreation area.
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DARLINGTON COMMUNITY RECREATION ADVISORY GROUP
DCRAG requests Capital Items Request for 2021/22
1) WHOLE OF DARLINGTON MASTERPLAN to connect and plan for the whole recreation area
future developments and protection of area. Includes Darlington Reconciliation Plan,
Community Consultation & Concept Map for the Whole DRAM. Long term items would be
captured here. Financial request of $30,000 has been made to both Mr Matthew Hughes and Mr
Liam Staltari in light of the upcoming 2-21 State Election. Shire support is required for this item.
2) LANDSCAPING / TREES:
a) Implementation of winter planting program for large replacement trees, as per the 2020 2120 DCRAG Large Tree Replacement Management plan. DCRAG Contact: Stacey August
Rationale: At least 5 large pine trees have been lost in the recreation area since 2018. SOM parks
officers have suggested that the existing large pines require aeration of their TPZ. The pine trees
which we understand are either Monterey or Maritime Pines are around 80-90 years old based
on aerial photos of Darlington and so coming to the end of their natural lives. The long-term plan
for large trees to provide shade, beauty, habitat and colour in the recreational area to support or
replace the large trees. Autumn Planting of large trees is desired. Request: Commence formal
2021 planting program starting within the Darlington Hall/ Playground area or Pine Terrace
areas.
b) REQUEST AERATION OF THE TREE PROTECTION ZONES (TPZ) OF LARGE TREES within the east
end of the oval (playground/Hall area) as advised by Shire staff. Now that the new pathways are
installed near the Hall, aeration of the large trees maybe beneficial to extend their natural lives.
Protection of existing trees is a priority and use of bollards with flat seating around the tree
would be ideal.

3) DCRAG SEATING PLAN: DCRAG notes the SOM budget entry “Replace bollards perimeter” for
$9000 2020/2021. In discussion with Shane Purdy, the 2021 DCRAG Seating Plan has now been
presented to Shire for consideration in relation to SOM budget entry. “We aim for appropriate,
plentiful, natural seating including picnic tables, benches and continued low stone wall sections.
https://www.darlingtonvillage.org/community-groups/darlington-community-recreationadvisory-group-dcrag/
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4) ACCESSIBILITY PATHWAY & STONE WALL SECTIONS : REQUEST: A new red asphalt
accessibility pathway with sections of low stonewalls around the South side of the oval to link
east and west recreational facilities.
Rationale: The east end of the village oval has good accessibility with the Darlington Hall, tennis
courts and new pathways. The west end of the oval is the accessible with the new Pavilion, Skate
park, pump track and soon to be implementation pathways of the Darlington Skate park
Masterplan. However there is no linkage from the east to the west of the oval. As per plans
draw by Gerry Healy, landscape architect and given to Shane Purdy in July 2019, accessibility and
connectivity of the main facilities of the village is required. Groups that will benefit from this
pathway connection include the Darlington History Group in their proposed Pioneer and Historic
Walks, Darlington Arts Festival, dog owners who use the oval exercise area extensively, parents
with prams, people with mobility issues, and people on skateboards and scooters. Sections of
low stone walls will aid in being barrier between cars and people. The Stone seating, as part of a
wall barrier, would be preferred for the long term as ask that money be set aside in the long term
budget for this project.

OPTION 1

DARLINGTON RECREATION AREA PEDESTRIAN PATH LAYOUT

5) LOWER RECREATION AREA MASTER PLAN (SKATEPARK): Federal grant for $340,000 is for the
skatepark, pump track, Grand arbour and start of the boardwalk. DCRAG acknowledges that the
money secured in the grant is not sufficient to complete all aspects of the Masterplan.
DCRAG seeks continued Council and SOM support for the Darlington Skate Park Community
Masterplan redevelopment being implemented by DaSRA in 2020 and we appreciate the Shire’s
previous in-kind support to DaSRA in helping this plan come to fruition.
The plan’s main features include;
o A half-pipe and extension (including $25,000k from State Govt.)
2020

Completed
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o Replanting of the NE native bush area, Friends of Native Triangle Group (FNT), to
act as screening for residents
Completed
2020
o Demolition of dirt jumps
Completed 2020
o Installation of a small pump track
Completed January 2021
o Protection of the historic first railway siding area – Friends of Waylen’s landing
Group (FOWL)
Underway
o Community garden lease SW area
Completed 2020
o Grand Arbor
Underway
o Start of boardwalk to winter wetlands
Future (Item 6)
o Restoration of NW bushlands
Future (Item 6)
o Request funding: Funding and provision of plants/seedlings for landscaping for
the Skatepark and Pump Track Areas.
o Request funding: Two nature based fitness stations
o Request funding: smaller additions to the plan such as wildlife nesting boxes
and provision of water, seating, signage.
6) BUSHLANDS AND WINTER WETLANDS BOARDWALK
STAGE 2 OF THE LAMP MASTERPLAN.
o Request major funding: Boardwalk, adventure playground, regeneration of
western bush area toward RRHT – Conceptual 2021 – Will require future external
and Shire funding.
7) CRICKET PITCH & CRICKET NETS improvements – Junior & Social Cricket Clubs
•

•
•

•
•

Match wicket 28m x 2.7 Wicket crease is deteriorating – replacement due 20/21
according to Oct 2020 Cricket wicket report for SOM. Request this is elevated to urgent
replacement please as holes in northern crease becoming dangerous.
Practice wicket nets, two bays, 23m x 3.6, turf 11m x 1.8, Scheduled replacement 22/23
Replacement cricket net fencing and extension of nets by way of installation of extra
concrete in 2020 is supported by DCRAG. Consultation with the Darlington Cricket Clubs
is recommended.
Addition of gate (similar) to Boya, to allow safe use of the bowling machine.
Re-orientation of the pitch and widening of the oval (north side) – to be discussed at
DCRAG 2021. Junior Cricket: “The size of the ground is not currently adequate to play any

cricket above the age of under 12’s as the boundary length from the wicket to the edge is less than
40 metres. It is noted that several trees have been removed from the north east end of the ground.
With ground leveling, the removal of one more tree, addition of turf and the relocation of the
central pitch (see request 1), the boundaries could be extended to the 55 metres that is the
maximum to allow all junior cricket to be played on our home ground.” Social Cricket:
Reorientation of the pitch AND widening of the oval. Shire opinion welcome here before

discussions take place. This is likely to be a contentious issue within the community.
Further onsite discussion with DRCAG, cricket clubs and Shire is welcome.
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8) DARLINGTON HALL – “Proposed replacement of main flooring for 2022/23, further
consultation required prior to works” SOM.

DCRAG notes the 2021-2022 allocation of money for replacement of flooring main hall ($50,000)
and replacement flooring Lesser Hall ($25,000). Unless the floor is to be upgraded to a wooden
sprung floor suitable for dancing and sporting activities then DCRAG does note support
replacement of flooring for the halls at this time. DCRAG delegates who use the Halls report that
both building floorings are in good condition. This view is supported by DRRA. The Darlington
Club and The seniors dance club are regular users of the halls. We acknowledge that the halls’
floors have annual maintenance and minor repair requirements. We encourage user groups to
report minor maintenance issues directly to the SOM as soon as they are noticed.
DCRAG ask that this money allocation be reallocated to other items in the main and Lesser
Darlington Halls that require priority improvement.
DCRAG requests:
• Air conditioning heating and cooling
• New kitchen (not commercial)
• Electrical upgrade – equipment overloading and turning off appliances
• Sound reduction treatments
• Instant hot water system in the kitchen
• New oven and new fridge (noting the Darlington Clubs’ offer to purchase a new oven and
fridge some time back was refused by SOM for unknown reasons)
Note this reallocation is strongly support by The Darlington Club, DRRA and local dance user
group.
9) BBQ EXTENSION/UPGRADE: FUNDED FOR 2022/23 Upgrade of the existing BBQ facility near
Darlington Hall including; replacement of existing BBQ, additional BBQ, Lighting, external power
point. in conjunction with the Darlington Club. This improvement and design sketch below by
David Lavell is support by DCRAG as in keeping with the village ambiance.
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10) Request: FITNESS TRACK NORTH/EAST OVAL : A new soft fall pathway along the bank on
the north and east side of the oval. This pathway would connect with accessible paths at either
end and act as a fitness circuit.
Picture by Gerry Healy: Plan of an
accessible pathway on the South of
the Darlington oval, and pathway
on the North side of oval, which
will connect with the Darlington
Skate Park accessible path

OPTION 1

DARLINGTON RECREATION AREA PEDESTRIAN PATH LAYOUT

11) Request funding: LAMP x 2 : Nature based fitness equipment with nature-based materials.
We note that the new modifications to Skate park and DaSRA will endeavour to include two
nature based fitness stations in the Masterplan. DCRAG notes this previously funded item has
now been unfunded “exercise equipment, BBQ for the lower oval” for $40,000 was included in
the budget 2022/2023. Assuming that the “lower oval” is the western end of the oval, this item is
supported in principle, however consultation with DCRAG, DaSRA and the Skate Park Masterplan
for design and location is requested. DCRAG does not support standard metallic exercise
equipment, preferring nature based materials and equipment. See designs previously submitted
by Michael Adams.
12) Request funding: Third Nature based fitness equipment nearby to existing tennis club hit up
wall. DCRAG notes Mr Kitchen’s email to Michael Adams outlining the issues faced with using
non-standard exercise equipment.
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13) UNDERGROUND POWER LINES for the Pine Terrace and grassy areas in front of Hall. DCRAG
requests financial provision be made to move the existing power lines which run along Pine
Terrace and through the upper grassed Hall areas underground. The power lines are an major
eyesore as they run along Pine Terrace and through the main grassed areas in front of the Hall
and nearby to the children’s playground. The power lines are the remains of a time when a long
forgotten street ran right in front of the Hall. DCRAG notes that under the State Underground
Power Program (SUPP) is now up to Round 7, and that the only SOM area included so far is the
Mundaring Township which was successful in Round 2 (westernpower.com.au). DCRAG
understands that a previous SOM submission for external funding was not been successful in the
past, and we ask that the Shire persist in continued applications. As this program involves a
third of monies be put up by the local government, we ask that allocation of funding be made in
provision for a successful application. Undergrounding of power lines results in;
“Fewer outages during inclement weather. Enhanced visual appearance. Improved
property values. Reduced street tree pruning requirements, trees can grow to natural
height. Brighter, safer and more evenly lit streets with the new lighting system”
(westernpower.com.au).
Additionally, the main playground is nearby to the existing power lines. Electromagnetic
emissions may be reduced when lines are underground. Further, given that Darlington is a highrisk area for bushfire, the central village having underground power may be beneficial both in
preventing outages and reducing potential sources for bushfire ignition (e.g. power pole). In an
emergency, the oval may at some stage be an emergency gathering point for residents should a
fire emergency exist and underground power in this area may ensure that incidences of power
pole ignition in the immediate vicinity would be eliminated.
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DCRAG comments on some existing budget allocations:

14) REQUEST NEW TURF / IMPROVED TURF for the playground/Hall area to complete the
pathways undertaken in 2020. The current grass is in poor condition with heavy weed
contamination. New irrigation has been installed but has made little improvement. New turf was
promised by the Shire in a letter of 2019. The amenity would benefit greatly from new turf.
DCRAG SUPPORTS OTHER NEARBY VILLAGE PROJECTS
15) Money allocation for INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE OWEN STREET
PLAYGROUND/SHOP CROSSING. This project is currently with the Darlington Resident and
Ratepayers (DRRA).This crossing is dangerous for young children and there have been numerous
anecdotal near misses. Note the entry point to the shop currently has no barrier, and children
have been observed running out of the shop straight across the road to the playground. The
playground side has good stonewall barrier with designated areas for entry/exit. The shop side
however has no barriers or entry/exit points. DCRAG supports the removal of the
parking/standing & loading bays front of the shop, and the repeat of the stonewall barrier on the
shop side of the verge to complement this crossing. Designated entry/exits of the shop side
would then link with the playground. The shop owner’s land and shop needs should be assessed,
and engineering road options considered. DCRAG support their planning endeavours and
request that the SOM allocate money and engineering support to improve safety in this area.

21) We note that the Tennis Courts are moving toward LED LIGHTING and this is supported by
DCRAG.
22) We note the DRRA updated Precinct Plan, now called LOCALITY PLAN, has now been released
for review, and DCRAG has provided feedback directly to DRRA. DCRAG supports the
replacement Locality Plan.
19) We note the Darlington History Group request to develop a small memorial area as a
TRIBUTE TO EARLY YEARS in the area between the oval and the Hall. The Tribute to Early Years is
part of their larger Darlington Walk Trail proposal. The History Group proposes the memorial to
be on the west side of the BBQ in an area currently underutilized. Appendix 3. DCRAG supports
this location as agreed at the December 7th 2019 onsite meeting of DCRAG representatives and
members of the History Group. DCRAG values the grassy green slopes connecting the lawn in
front of the Hall and the oval, to the east of the existing BBQ. Continued line of sight, free from
1st February 2021
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occlusions, is a DCRAG priority. No design has been put forward or agreed upon by DCRAG at
this time. DCRAG understands that the History Group is liaising with the SOM independently and
this is funded for 2021/22. Continued cooperation and consultation with DCRAG and History
Group is expected.
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This completes our capital items request list for 2021. This DCRAG list, is based off DCRAG
delegates feedback. Please do not hesitate to contact me for further clarification. I would be
pleased to meet with officers, onsite or otherwise, to ensure clarity and context around the
items listed. We are pleased to work with the SOM officers to achieve a great recreational and
sporting area suitable for modern day sport. We hope to see some of the longer term items
incorporated within the Long Term budget.
Yours sincerely,
Trish Cook
DCRAG Chair
Mobile: 040 9479 551
Email: trishcook@netspace.net.au
Cc Colin James – DCRAG Secretary.
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Appendices:
Appendix 1: Email regarding design proposal for extending the existing BBQ structure by David
Lavell
Appendix 2: Large Tree Management Project Subgroup Objectives by Stacey August.
Appendix 3: History Group Tribute to Early Years plan by Cliff Burns.
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2: Letter and design proposal by David Lavell for the extension of the existing BBQ.
From David Lavell
Darlington Club
8th October 2019
Hi Trish,
Scanned copy of the fourth proposal is attached. This is similar to DHG’s options 1 & 2 but keeping
barbecues under cover and extending the existing patio with a little window dressing attached. The
extension to the existing would preferably be on the Pine Terrace side.
On the size of the covered area, DHG are happy that the present patio area be doubled to a total of 7
metres by 3.5 metres (steel column to steel column dimensions).
The nine metres came from adding an awning for covering the replaced barbecue (to two new barbecues.
Shane Purdy agrees that the existing needs replacing). The new barbecues could be placed one at each
end of covered area or optionally two barbecues alongside each other at one end (Pine Terrace end).
Rock seating in keeping with existing rock wall opposite Perrella’s could be built under the eaves of
covered area or outside the covered area, preferably on the uphill side to allow seated to view oval.
Kind regards,
David & Sue Lavell
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Appendix 2

Large Tree Management Plan

A subgroup of Darlington Community Recreation Advisory Group
Objectives of the subgroup have been to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify if there is a current Large Tree Management Plan
audit the tree species and health
commence community consultation about species, function and placement
identify the principles upon which a plan might be created by a knowledgeable person
commence a relationship with the Shire staff with regards to our purpose
report to DCRAG as directed

Principles
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Succession Planting: The large trees have a life span. Planning now for that time is imperative so
that the solutions are not ad hoc and reflect the biological heritage of Darlington and take into
account the following principles.
Canopy: Shade around the recreation grounds is patchy and could be improved for the walking
and sitting spectators, participants. Increased canopy can also make a difference to the heat
within a suburb by reducing the heat on the roads.
Habitat: Habitat for all species is imperative.
Beauty:
Mixed origin of species
Account for warming of our climate.
Include the needs of the humans who use the space.
Community consultation

Our commitment
To continue with our objectives that we hope will provide the best support to the Mundaring
Shire staff.
Recommendation:
Request a commitment from the Shire of Mundaring for financial and strategic commitment to
the concept of a Large Tree Management Plan for the Darlington recreation grounds including
expert opinion on tree species and placement, funding for infrastructure and staff.
Written by Stacey August 25th November 2019
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Appendix 3: History Group plan for Tribute
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